
 
 
new simplehuman sensor pump  
                                   
Description: 
The latest refinement of the simplehuman sensor pump features a 
silicone valve to prevent drips and clogs. The high-efficiency pump 
mechanism provides quick and precise dispensing. Easy-to-use 
buttons control how much soap or lotion to dispense, and the wide 
opening makes refills fast, easy and mess-free. 
 
Features: 

 speed dispense: Our high-efficiency pump dispenses soap in 
just 0.2 seconds. 

 touch-free: Neat, easy and automatic. Touch-free operation means no germs passed 
on, and no smudges left behind. 

 no-drip valve: Silicone valve creates a seal – preventing messy drips. 
 high-efficiency pump: Our unique gear design is engineered for faster, more 

consistent dispensing. 
 volume control: Easy-access control buttons allow for instant volume adjustment. 
 no messy spills: Wide opening makes refills fast, easy, and spill-free. 
 clear soap chamber: Shows soap level at a glance. 
 intuitive LED: Lights up green when sensor is activated, and turns red to signal low 

battery power. 
 energy efficient: Lasts up to 1 year with 4 alkaline AA batteries (not included). 
 manual dispensing: Dispense soap manually at any time by holding down the + 

button on top of the pump. 
 includes simplehuman soap: Our specially formulated soap is the optimum 

consistency for our sensor pumps. 
 
Size, dimensions and availability:  

 384ml brushed nickel sensor pump: 7cm x 14.7cm x 20.5cm (W.D.H.) 
 available from www.simplehuman.co.uk  

 
Warranty 

 2 years 
 
about simplehuman – tools for efficient living® 
simplehuman was founded in 2000 in Los Angeles with the goal to make it easier and more 
efficient to “take out the trash”. The success of its first pedal bin led the company to expand 
its mission to create “tools for efficient living” — products designed to help make people 
more efficient at home. The company now has more than 100 products that are sold 
throughout the world by leading retailers. 
 

media inquiries:  

Grace or Rose   |   + 44 (0)1491 875 974   |   media@simplehuman.co.uk 


